
Supplementary figure legends 

Supplementary Figure 1.  

Fibroblast characterisation. We evaluated classical mesenchymal markers  (vimentin, vinculin, 

alpha smooth muscle actin, N-cadherin) and epithelial marker (E-cadherin) to exclude 

contamination with epithelial cells in our primary cultures of fibroblasts. We used SW620 and 

SW480 as positive controls for epithelial cells. 

Additionally, to exclude contamination with endothelial cells we evaluated the endothelial cell 

marker VE-cadherin, using HUVEC cells as positive control. 

Coloured bars depict standardised values of densitometry units corrected for tubulin as loading 

control. 

Supplementary Figure 2.  

Overview and design of the development of the 277-signature, 25- and 19-gene classifiers. 

We used Prediction Analysis of Microarrays (PAM) in order to define and refine the genes of the 

different signatures. The method computes a standardized centroid for each class, NCF, CAF-

PT and CAF-LM in the case of the 25-gene signature. Centroids are the average gene 

expression for each gene in each class divided by the within-class standard deviation for that 

gene. Nearest centroid classification takes the gene expression profile of a new sample, and 

compares it to each of these class centroids. The class whose centroid that it is closest to, in 

squared distance, is the predicted class for that new sample. Nearest shrunken centroid 

classification shrinks" each of the class centroids toward the overall centroid for all classes by 

an amount we call the threshold . This shrinkage consists of moving the centroid towards zero 

by threshold, setting it equal to zero if it hits zero. This shrinkage has two advantages: 1) it can 

make the classifier more accurate by reducing the effect of noisy genes, 2) it does automatic 

gene selection. In particular, if a gene is shrunk to zero for all classes, then it is eliminated from 

the prediction rule. Alternatively, it may be set to zero for all classes except one, and we learn 

that high or low expression for that gene characterizes that class. In the case of the 19-gene 

classifier, we performed the same procedure but using the information provided by dataset 

GSE14333. The classes here are recurrent or non-recurrent tumours. Then we took the 277 

genes and we find which genes provide the same accuracy than 277 in classifying recurrent or 



non-recurrent tumours correctly. The 19-genes provide the same misclassification error than 

277. If we use less genes, we increase the missclassification error. 

 

Supplementary Figure 3. 

A: Strategy for filtering and selecting the FPG signature. We selected those probes that were 

common to the three types of fibroblasts with RMA-normalized values >4 (10,779 probes). By 

this means we eliminated many genes that either were not represented in any of the classes or 

whose expression values were so low that they could be confused with background noise. 

B: In a second step, we selected genes that fulfilled the condition: (logFC) NCF vs. CAF-PT 

>1.5 and CAF-PT vs. CAF-LM >1.5 (179 genes) and CAF-PT vs. NCF >1.5 and CAF-LM vs. 

CAF-PT >1.5 (98 genes), and with values of q<0.05.   

C: Unsupervised hierarchical standardized heatmap of the 277-gene signature in the 34 

fibroblasts samples. Columns represent fibroblast samples and are arranged along the X axis; 

genes are arranged along the Y axis. The sequence of normal colonic fibroblasts (NCF) > 

carcinoma-associated fibroblasts from the primary tumour (CAF-PT) > carcinoma-associated 

fibroblasts from the liver metastasis (CAF-LM) had been assimilated to cancer progression. Blue 

and red indicate overexpression and underexpression, respectively.  

D: Signature optimization by PAM analysis in the training set (34 fibroblast samples), showing 

the minimum 25 genes providing the lowest misclassification error (Best 25 genes out off 277 

gene signature). PAM selects a set of probes according to a threshold value, usually containing 

those probes that minimize the cross-validation error. The 25 genes are those selected by PAM 

analysis from the 277 probes common to the three types of fibroblasts but which were 

differentially expressed following the signature definition log n-fold change (logFC) values of 

NCF vs. CAF-PT >1.5 and CAF-PT vs. CAF-LM >1.5 (179 genes) and CAF-PT vs. NCF >1.5 

and CAF-LM vs. CAF-PT >1.5 (98 genes), and with values of q<0.05. 

 

E: For the 25 genes described in C the misclassification error (confusion with the CAF-PT class) 

was zero for NCF and CAF-LM classes. 

 



F: Representative western blot of selected genes (SLC7A2, ARHGDIB, TFGB2) in four samples 

of each fibroblast class. Tubulin was used to normalize expression (loading control). As clearly 

depicted in the graph SLC7A2, ARHGDIB and TGFB2 were overexpressed in CAF-LM vs CAF-

PT and CAF-PT vs NCF,  

 

Supplementary Figure 4 

A: Scatterplots of RMA normalised expression values for 25 genes selected after refining the 

PAM process. Green dots for NCF, yellow dots for CAF-PT and red dots for CAF-LM. 

B: RT-PCR validation of selected genes in nine NCF, nine CAF-PT and nine CAF-LM, 

normalising with housekeeping genes ACTB and PMM1. 

 

 


